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Abstract

This paper explores the interaction between labor market deregulat

monetary union and unemployment. Monetary policy autonomy and mon

union are compared in their influence on the optimal level of labor ma

deregulation consented to and wages demanded by labor unions. EMU lea

higher real wages and higher unemployment when unions set their pol

independently, but labor market regulation is unaffected. This is in constra

results derived earlier in the literature. The paper also asks whether un

cooperation improves on the non-cooperative results. That is not necessari

case.

• JEL Classifications: E24, F02, F33

• Key Words: Monetary Union, Unemployment, Labor Unions

I. Introduction

It is frequently stated that rigidities in European labor markets are the m

cause for the much higher unemployment in Europe than in the US. Not onl
wages inflexible, but in addition working time regulation, hiring and firing cos

generous holiday allowments, and other social benefits make labor too expe

and thus increase unemployment. Therefore, economists and interna

organization demand a deregulation of labor markets to lower unemployme

Europe (see e.g. OECD, 1994; Siebert, 1997).

The connection between unemployment and the movement towards a mo
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union for Europe has, however, mainly be drawn for the level of wages alone
often argued that a common money might trigger an equalization of nominal 

demands within the union, without taking account of different productivity lev

(Jackman, 1997). More optimistic observers expect that wage demands are disc

when labor realizes that the adjustment instrument exchange rate is lost (Ho

Persson, 1988). Other voices, such as union leaders, in turn have requested th

wage labor costs and social protection be equalized across member countries to
workers against a “race to the bottom” (see Hefeker, 1999). 

Despite these union demands, relatively little has been said so far by econo

about the incentives to deregulate labor markets beyond the nominal wage ri

in a monetary union. First steps to derive how wage demand and deman

social regulation interact, and how this interaction is affected by the moveme

a common currency, have been taken by Calmfors (2000) and Sibert
Sutherland (2000) who analyze how the incentives of governments to tackle 

markets rigidities are affected by monetary union (see also Belke and K

1999). If deregulation serves as an alternative to monetary expansion to 

unemployment, governments have an incentive to use labor market deregu

instead of monetary policy to counter unemployment. By moving to EMU, h

ever, the time-consistency problem is automatically reduced because the co
central bank, the European Central Bank (ECB), cares relatively little for 

single country. Governments therefore have less incentives to use labor m

deregulation to lower the monetary time-consistency problem.

Although providing an important impression on the relation between EMU 

labor market regulation, these papers disregard one important aspect. Is no

that governments alone can directly control and change the degree of 
markets rigidities. While this might adequately describe the working of la

markets in Anglo-Saxon countries, it is probably less appropriate for contine

European countries. There attempts at deregulation very often meet with 

protests from labor organizations (see, e.g., Saint-Paul, 1996). The extens

the workweek to weekends, the prolongation of shop opening hours, the redu

of hiring and firing costs, and the reduction of unemployment benefits are
measures that governments cannot autonomously change. Consent by labor

is required to implement those policy reforms. 

For this reason, it is important to complement the analysis of governm

incentives by asking in how far labor organizations are willing to agree

deregulation of labor markets. In reality, the amount of labor market regulatio
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likely to be a compromise between what labor unions want and what governm
want. To see how far the results focusing on governments alone are rob

concentrate on the opposite polar case and consider the degree of deregulat

labor unions accept and how this would change in a monetary union (Secti

and 3).1 A game-theoretic model is developed that first analyses the interac

between a national central bank and a (single) national labor union and then

to the interaction between a common central bank with several national 
unions. The result is that the optimal amount of deregulation is, in contrast to

the literature so far has derived, not affected by EMU. However, the introduc

of a common central bank will lead at least some unions to set higher real w

and thus to increase unemployment. In Section 4, I discuss whether the ou

under EMU can be improved if unions coordinate wage setting and deregula

It can improve on the non-cooperative outcome but still implies more unemp
ment for certain countries. It is even possible that coordination will create m

unemployment than non-coordinated behavior. Section 5 concludes.

II. Labor Unions, Central Banks, and Regulation in One Country

To focus on the influence of monetary union on the incentives of union
deregulate labor markets, I assume that product markets are competitiv

perfectly integrated.2 In addition, it is assumed that purchasing power parity ho

so that countries have no incentive to use monetary policy to achieve a

devaluation vis-à-vis other EU countries3.

The following time structure for the interaction between central banks, fi

and unions is considered: (i) labor sets wages and agrees to a certain level o
market deregulation, (ii) the central bank sets its monetary policy in reactio

this, (iii) firms observe the real wage and the level of regulation and hire l

1Clearly, the reality might be somewhere in the middle, depending form country to country on the re
power of governments and labor unions. Note however that the approach chosen is at least com
with models of monopoly labor unions which determine wages themselves (see Oswald 1985). It 
a shortcut for more sophisticated models of wage bargaining among labor and capital. In the con
monetary union such models have been used by Cukierman and Lippi (2000) or Grüner and H
(1999).

2It has been shown that, if product markets are imperfectly competitive, labor unions have an inc
to set higher wages to increase their international purchasing power, trading it off against emplo
(Rama, 1994). I abstract from these effects.

3Thus, I do not consider the second effect mentioned by Sibert and Sutherland (2000) why EMU r
to deregulate. Since beggar-thy-neighbor monetary policy disappears with monetary union, the in
bias is additionally reduced which reduces incentives to deregulate the labor market. 
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according to equation (1), thereby (iv) determining the rate of unemployme
the economy. The solution concept is subgame perfect Nash equilibrium.

Following Calmfors (2000), unemployment is determined as 

(1)

where all variables express natural logarithms. For simplicity, the “equilibr

rate” of unemployment without labor market deregulation is normalized to on

that its log is zero. Unemployment is increasing above this level as a functio

the real wage , and falling in the degree of labor market deregulation 

is the log of the price level; normalizing the price level in period pt-1=0 it is the rate

of inflation. The impact of labor market deregulation is expressed as , w
might differ from country to country. In this model labor market deregulation 

lower real wages are hence both ways for increasing employment. Like Calm

(2000), I summarize labor market deregulation in one variable so that s deno

overall employment increasing program of abolishing labor market rigidities4

Labor is organized in national unions who express the preferences of 

members. Since identical firms are assumed to produce a homogenous g
makes sense to represent union members by a single union that covers the

country and maximizes the objectives of its members. The utility of the la

union in country i is 

(2)

Union utility is increasing in real wages  and decreasing in unemp

ment u (see e.g. Oswald, 1985). Following recent papers (see e.g. Cukierma

Lippi, 1999; Lawler, 2000; Cubitt, 1992), I include a term that measures the a

sion of unions against inflation c, so that unions are concerned with inflation 

two ways: it reduces real wages and affects utility directly.5 First, it affects the real

wage and is thus included in . However, this term implies that unions do

ui a wi π i– δi si–( )=

ω i πi– π i

δ i

Ui wi π i 1 ci–( )–
γi

2
---s2–

α
2
---ui

2–=

w π–

w π–

4While this is a strong simplification, it can be justified by the fact that important complementa
between different regulations exist. As Coe and Snower (1997) show, only an overall fundamenta
market reform is likely to have beneficial effects on employment. In addition, it is not clear on w
particular features of labor market regulation one should focus when discussing their interaction 
monetary union.

5Notice that the main results concerning the amount of deregulation derived below do not depend
specific form of the utility function. It can be shown that the same result obtains with a utility func
where inflation aversion is quadratic (available from the author upon request). The linear specific
chosen for simplicity only.
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care about inflation, they just care for the difference between nominal wage
inflation. Hence a given real wage is compatible with any level of inflation. 

union members, like anybody else in society, are affected by the costs of infla

If savings accounts, pensions claims, or government bonds that are he

members are not indexed, union members directly suffer from inflation be-c

it lowers their real wealth. 

In addition, I have amended this model by the assumption that unions op
labor market deregulation (cf. Calmfors, 2000). Thus, in contrast to equatio

where low real wages and labor market deregulation can alternatively be us

increasing employment, they enter utility separately.6 This reflects the aforemen-

tioned fact that labor unions have target levels of labor market regulation and

standards. Labor union utility is concave in wages and employment increa

labor market deregulation. 
Finally, I allow for differences in the relative weights unions in differe

countries attach to inflation and labor market regulation. Some countries su

the UK are characterized by relatively flexible labor markets, whereas in coun

such as Germany or France unions take to the streets if deregulation is pro

by the government, thus the r’s differ across countries. On the other hand, so

such as Germany or Austria have a high concern for monetary stability, in this
the c’s should be higher than in less inflation averse countries. 

The second player in the pre- monetary union game in each country i

central bank. I assume that the labor union is aware of the reaction function 

central bank and thus acts as the Stackelberg leader because central banks

a predictable policy course. Unions anticipate monetary policy and take this

account when formulating their wage demands.
For the preferences of the central bank, I assume a standard utility funct

(3)

so that the central bank aims to avoid deviations of unemployment from

natural rate and inflation. The strength of its aversion against unemployment i
The reaction of the central bank follows from the maximization of (3) w

respect to inflation and yields

Vi
1
2
--- π i

2 bi ui
2+( )–=

bi

6Of course, one might debate whether wages and regulation enter unions’ preferences additive
evidence from countries such as Germany or France suggests this to be the case. Unions often
target values for wage increases and e.g. working hours reduction separately. 
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with reaction parameter . The central bank will not fully accommod

nominal wage demands and labor market rigidities. Monetary expansio

however increasing in the central bank’s concern for employment and the 

ginal effect of monetary policy on employment. 
The labor union sets w and agrees to a certain amount of deregulation s. The

nominal wage demand of the labor union and the amount of labor market 

gulation it accepts follow from the maximization of (2) subject to (1) and (4). T

yields 

(5)

and 

(6)

Not surprisingly, the nominal wage demand is increasing in labor ma
deregulation s. The lower the level of regulation, the higher is the level of empl

ment. This induces labor to demand higher wages. It is also intuitive tha

optimal labor market deregulation is increasing in γ and decreasing in δ. Because

the union is inflation averse, it reduces its nominal wage demands when

central bank’s reaction to these is strong. Therefore wage demands are redu

. An employment concerned central banker will hence induce dis
line on unions’ wage setting. 

The real wage (denoted as ) follows from (4), (5) and (6) as 

(7)

According to (1) this determines unemployment in country i before monetary
union as 

. (8)

πi

a2bi

1 a2bi+
------------------- wi δ i si–( ) Ψ i wi δ i si–( )≡=

Ψ i 1<

wi

1 Ψ i 1 ci+( )–

αa2 1 Ψ i–( )2
--------------------------------- δi si+=

si

δi

γi

----=

Ψ i 1 ci+( )

ŵ

ŵi

1 Ψ i 1 ci+( )–

αa2 1 Ψ i–( )2
---------------------------------

δ1
 2

γi

------+=

ui a
1 Ψ i 1 ci+( )–

αa2 1 Ψ i–( )
---------------------------------⋅=
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III. Labor Unions and Rigidities in EMU 

Let the European central bank follow the same objectives as the national c

banks did before EMU, such that 

. (9)

The ECB’s preferences are a weighted average of the national central b

preferences, where all N members have the same weight. This is the most 

assumption one can make about the decision making in the European C

Bank (ECB).7 Moreover, since I do not wish to concentrate on changes tha

exclusively due to the creation of the common central bank, I assume that the

has the same preferences as all central banks had before EMU and set 
The rate of inflation in the monetary union then becomes

(10)

Notice that θ is a decreasing function of the number of countries that 

member in the monetary union. This implies that the more countries are me
of the union, the less the central bank cares for any single country. To simplif

algebra, I will subsequently assume that only two countries form the mone

union (N=2 or ). 

In every single member country, the labor unions are now confronted w

different reaction function of the central bank than before. In addition, an inte

tion is created between the labor unions via the central bank. This is obvious
deriving the first order conditions of (2) now with respect to (10) to get 

nominal wage demand under EMU 

. (11)

The nominal wage demands in country i are now also affected by the inflatio
aversion of union j. The more inflation averse is union j, the lower the wage

VECB
1
N
---- Vi

i

N

∑=

bi b=

π 1
N
---- a2b

1 a2b+( )
----------------------

i

N

∑ wi δi si–( ) θ wi δi si–( )
i

N

∑≡=

θ ψ 2⁄=

wi

1 θ–( ) θ 1 θ–( )ci θcj+( )–

αa2 1 θ–( ) 1 2θ–( )
------------------------------------------------------------------ δi si+=

7An obvious alternative would be that the median voter among the national representatives determ
common monetary policy (see Grüner, 1999). For the results derived it suffices that the common 
bank cares less for developments in any country than the national bank. This is likely to result from
aggregation assumption about the ECB’s preferences.
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demands from union i will be. However, it also follows that the degree of lab
market deregulation consented to by national labor unions is unchanged at

(12)

Using (12) in (11) and subtracting (10), the real wage under EMU is

(13)

The real wage leads to unemployment of 

(14)

These results give: 

Proposition 1: (i) Monetary union has no effect on the amount of deregulation 
national unions will accept. The introduction of EMU is irrelevant for labor mar
regulation from the unions’ point of view.
(ii) Nominal wages and inflation in country i will increase if union i is more inflation
averse than union j. 
(iii) Real wages and unemployment will increase in all countries with positive infla
aversion.

Proof: (i) Follows directly from comparing (6) and (12). 
(ii) Denote nominal wages before EMU as  and wages in EMU as 
where NC denotes the case of non-cooperative wage setting. From (5) and (1
condition for . The comparison of (4) and
(10) gives that . Both condi-
tions are fulfilled if .             
(iii) Using (7) and (13) shows that the condition for  
Given equation (1) this implies that employment will fall. Q.E.D.

The intuition for Proposition 1 is that all adjustment unions make is in term
wage demands. They are not willing, however, to accept changes in the amo

labor market regulation. They have no incentive to change national labor m

regulation because monetary union has only an effect via the introduction

common central bank. EMU changes the trade-off between nominal wage

mands, inflation and employment for the labor union. Because it has no effe

si

δi

γi

----=

ŵi

1 θ–( ) θci–

αa2 1 θ–( )
------------------------------

δi
 2

γi

------+=

ui a
1 θ–( ) θci–

αa2 1 θ–( )
------------------------------⋅=

wi
NAT wi

EMU NC,

wi
EMU NC,

wi
NAT is ci q 1 2q–( ) cj ci–( )> >

π i
EMU NC, π i

NAT whenever ci 1 2⁄ 1 2θ–( ) cj ci–( )> >
ci cj>

ŵi
EMU NC, ŵi

NAT is ci 0> >
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the relation between rigidities and employment monetary union is irrelevan
labor market regulation, at least from the labor unions’ point of view.8

With respect to wage setting, labor unions will use the introduction of mone

union to set higher real wages. This is because they realize that the ECB will

less expansionary to a nominal wage increase than the national central ba

before. This improves the unions trade-off between real wages and infla

Unions are able to achieve higher real wages at a lower rate of inflation. Sin
unions perceive this improved trade-off they all react alike implying an increa

unemployment (see Grüner and Hefeker, 1999, for a detailed discussion o

effect). The importance of inflation aversion is obvious because this e

depends on . Otherwise, real wages are not changed by the movem

EMU and therefore the employment effects are zero. In this case, the mon

regime is irrelevant for national unemployment because a labor union could
select its preferred point on the labor demand curve, unaffected by nom

values.9

Although real wages increase for all unions, the interaction between nom

wages and central bank reaction to them means that the inflation aversion of

j is important for the nominal wage setting of union i. Nominal wages increase i

labor union is more inflation averse than union j. If labor union i realizes that
union j is more inflation averse than itself, this has a disciplinary effect on its 

wage setting behavior. The ECB has little reason to inflate because countrj is

very moderate in its wage demands and the union will consequently modera

wage demand. 

IV. Labor Union Cooperation and Unemployment 

Given the existence of these negative externalities between labor unions, 

could lead to attempts by national labor unions to coordinate their wage se

and the accepted degree of market deregulation. They have a clear incen

internalize these negative spillovers by coordinating their behavior. Also, s

several initiatives by governments have aimed to coordinate their labor m
policies within the European Union (e.g. at the Luxembourg summit in 1997),

ci 0>

8As indicated above, this may be different for governments.
9Notice that this result holds for all possible degrees of central bank concern for employment and n
of national labor unions; see Cukierman and Lippi (1999) and Guzzo and Velasco (1999). Both 
look at several unions in one country but disregard the issue of labor market regulation. 
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might expect that unions coordinate their response to governments. The imp
such a coordination thus is addressed next.

A. Cooperation of Labor Unions

Two possible forms of coordination or cooperation can be distinguished. E

unions can try to internalize the negative spillover that is behind the neg

employment result derived in section 3 by setting their wages in a cooper
way. This does not necessarily imply that they set them at the same level

alternative is a full harmonization of wages at a common level. Both alterna

are also possible with regard to the amount of labor deregulation.10 I begin with

cooperative setting of wages and labor market regulation. 

The joint utility function is given as 

(15)

and maximized with respect to . Like national central banks in 

ECB, unions thus have equal weight, excluding differences in size. 

The first order conditions yields nominal wage demands and labor ma

regulation for country i as

(16)

and 

(17)

Using (17) in (16) and (10) and (1), the real wage and unemployment are

(18)

and

(19)

U
1
2
--- Ui Uj+( )=

wi wj si sj, , ,

wi

1 2θ–( ) θ ci cj+( )–

αa2 1 2θ–( )2
------------------------------------------------ δ isi+=

si

δi

γi

----=

ŵi

1 2θ–( ) θ ci cj+( )–

αa2 1 2θ–( )2
------------------------------------------------

δ i
 2

γ i

------+=

ui a
1 2θ–( ) θ ci cj+( )–

αa2 1 2θ–( )
------------------------------------------------⋅=

10Sibert and Sutherland (2000) consider only joint wage setting of symmetric unions, arguing tha
market regulation is not contractable. Since labor market reform is well observable I find this arg
not compelling. 
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This leads to Proposition 2. 

Proposition 2: In case that labor unions in EMU members countries set wages
labor market regulation cooperatively: 
(i) Labor market regulation is still unaffected by EMU. 
(ii) Nominal wages and inflation in country i increase if union i is more inflation
averse than union j. In this case, real wages and unemployment increase too.
(iii) Cooperation can be counterproductive if  is much larger than . Then 
wages and unemployment are even higher than in the non-cooperative case. 

Proof: (i) The first part of the proposition follows directly from comparing (6) a
(17). 
(ii) The common condition for , is

. If real wages increase, equation (i) implies that unemployment in couni
increases as well.
(iii) The condition for   which, because ,
is only fulfilled if  is much larger than , or if . In this case unemployme
would also be higher than in the non-cooperative case. Q.E.D.

The benefits of cooperation are unequally distributed. For labor unions w
inflation aversion is low, cooperation in EMU means that real wages and un

ployment fall with cooperation upon entering the monetary union. This is diffe

for labor unions which are more inflation averse than the other unions. Even

cooperation the same logic that applies to the non-cooperative case is valid

unions still use the mediated central bank response to nominal wages to in

their wage demands. Inflation will increase but not enough to lower real wa
Hence, unemployment increases. Cooperation can even be counter produc

terms of unemployment compared to non-cooperative behavior for those u

which cooperate with a union that is not inflation averse ( ), or that 

much more inflation averse than their counterpart. Nevertheless, even with c

ration unions will continue to separate the issues of wage setting and regul

This confirms the result that monetary union and deregulation of labor marke
separate issues.

B. Full Harmonization 

Another way of cooperative wage setting would be joint and harmonized se

of wages and labor market regulation. One could imagine that cooperation m

actually imply joint setting of wages and regulations (see OECD, 1999, for 

ci cj

wi
EMU C, wi

NAT> πEMU C, π i
NAT> ŵi

EMU C, π̂ i
NAT

>, ,
ci cj>

ŵi
EMU C,

ŵi
EMU NC,  is θ ci cj–( ) cj> > θ 1<

ci cj cj 0=

cj 0=
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an argument). In fact, many national labor unions make the case for an EMU
harmonized regime of labor standards. Although it is doubtful that such a re

would really be implemented, it might be useful to check whether this would

some unions claim, really be necessary to avoid unemployment or be 

unemployment increasing. 

Again, unions maximize  but this time by setting a comm

wage and a common level of labor standards and regulation. Maximizing the
utility function gives for both countries with respect to a common w and s yields

(20)

and 

(21)

As equation (20) unsurprisingly shows, the joint nominal wage demand se

the two unions is decreasing in the sum of the inflation aversions of the two u

and increasing in the sum of the degree of labor market deregulations. It is s
to the cooperative wage set and differs only in the deregulation term (cf. (16))

higher deregulation in one country, the more the other union profits from hi

nominal wages. 

The most obvious change is in the degree of labor market deregulation (2

is no longer determined by the national impact of regulation on unemploymen

by the sum of the two national parameters. The same is true for the influen
the aversion to deregulation. Clearly, the more the two parameter differ bet

country i and country j, the larger the change for every single country is from m

ing to harmonized labor market regulation.

The nominal wage derived implies the following real wage 

(22)

for both countries. By using (22) in (1), unemployment in country i becomes 

(23)

U 1 2⁄ Ui Uj+( )=

Wi

1 2θ–( ) θ ci cj+( )–

αa2 1 2θ–( )2
------------------------------------------------

δ i δ j+( )
2

-------------------s+=

s
δ i δj+( )

γi γj+( ) αa21
2
--- δi δ j–( )2+

-----------------------------------------------------------=

ŵ
1 2θ–( ) θ ci cj+( )–

αa2 1 2θ–( )2
------------------------------------------------ 1

2
---

δ i δ j+( )2

2 γi γ j+( ) αa2 δi δ j–( )2+
-----------------------------------------------------------⋅+=

ui a
1 2θ–( ) θ ci cj+( )–

αa2 1 2θ–( )2
------------------------------------------------ 1

2
---

δ i
 2 δj

2+

γ i γj+( ) αa21
2
--- δi δj–( )

2
+

-----------------------------------------------------------+⋅=
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These results lead to:

Proposition 3: In case that labor unions harmonize wage demands and the degr
labor market deregulation: (i) Labor market deregulation in country i will change
whenever  or . 
(ii) If deregulation in country i increases and union i is more inflation averse than
union j  nominal wages and real wages in country i increase. If union i is more inflation
averse, inflation will rise as well.
(iii) Unemployment in country i will increase if   and . 

Proof: (i) Is obvious from (6) and (21).
(ii) Let the change in the amount of labor regulation in country i be defined as

 where s is given by (21) and  by (6). Then 
. This expression is

likely to be positive if  is relatively large in comparison to  and if  is relative
large compared to . In this case, the influence of country j on the common degree
of regulation increases deregulation in country i. 
The condition for  is , that for

 is , and  requires
. The first two conditions are fulfilled if

 and if . The third condition is fulfilled if . 
(iii) The condition for  is 
which is fulfilled for  and  Q.E.D.

This proposition shows that full harmonization is counterproductive for e

ployment in certain cases. The joint determination of deregulation can imply

one country that it liberalizes its labor market. This will be the case if the o

labor union is not very deregulation averse (a small ) and/or deregulation 

strong beneficial effect for employment (a large ). Given joint determinatio

labor market regulation, this implies for countries that are deregulation aver
increase in flexibility. The second effect that matters is the difference in infla

aversion. If union i is more inflation averse, the influence of j implies higher

wages for i. If in addition union j is not very concerned with inflation this

additionally pushes up the joint wage. As a result nominal and real wages inc

compared with the situation before EMU. 

This result suggests that, contrary to what is often argued by economist
international organizations, deregulation need not imply that real wages will fa

the process of regulation. Deregulation that does not affect the power of u

might even lead them to demand higher wages. As deregulation increases emplo

δ i δ j≠ γ i γ j≠

ci cj> δj δi>

∆si s= si– si ∆si γi δ i δj+( )2−[=
δi

22 γi γ j+( ) αa
2 δ i δj–( )2 ]+ γi 2 γi γ j+( ) αa

2 δi δj–( )2+[ ]( )⁄
γi γ j δj

δ i

w
EMU H, wi

NAT> ∆si θ cj ci–( ) αa
2 1 2θ–( )2⁄> ]

ŵEMU H, ŵi
NAT> ∆si θ cj ci–( ) αa2 1 2θ–( )2⁄> πEMU H, π i

NAT>
1 2⁄ δj δ i+( )s θ cj ci–( ) αa

2 1 2θ–( )2⁄>
ci cj> ∆si 0> ci cj>

ui
EMU H, ui

NAT> 1 2⁄ δj δi–( )s θ cj ci–( ) αa
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ment, labor unions use the improved employment situation to set higher wag
thus harmonized regulation implies that labor market rigidities in country i are

reduced because union j favors a liberal labor market, labor union i would require

a compensation in terms of higher wages. The common wage is additio

pushed up if union j is not very inflation averse and thus not “disciplined enoug

in its wage setting preferences. For this reason harmonized wages and

market regulation could in fact further increase unemployment in those coun
that are very inflation averse and, at the same time, very averse to deregula

the labor market. 

As already indicated above, this result is driven by the assumption that h

deregulation would not affect the wage setting process as such. I have main

the assumption that labor unions are monopolistic, even in a very deregu

labor market. This assumption might be unrealistic, although in this model t
is no room for deregulation to influence the wage setting process. Here, pow

unions can set labor market regulation themselves and the outcome is thus 

by their preferences alone. The results in this section should thus be taken

ously. Nevertheless, it seems intuitive that harmonization can produce ambig

results, whereas non-cooperative behavior and cooperative behavior have

implications. 

V. Conclusion 

This paper has analyzed the question whether labor market regulation

monetary union is likely to increase or decrease if labor unions can deter

those. In contrast to the recent literature that has shown that labor market r
will be reversed when governments can determine the reform level alone

paper has shown that this result is not general. In countries where labor u

have an important role in determining labor market reform, it is unlikely that E

has a strong effect on the amount of labor regulation. It seems at least incom

to assume that governments could easily change labor market legislation w

taking the interest of labor into account. Therefore, analyses focusing on go
ments’ incentives only can be misleading as a prediction for labor market re

tion under EMU. For the unions, however, monetary union and real aspects 

labor market are two completely separated issues. Thus, the main result o

paper is that the introduction of EMU need not change the preferences of u

with regard to labor market regulation. This incidentally implies that my res
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are a bit more optimistic concerning deregulation than those of earlier analy
This is not true for the level of wages though. It follows unambiguously 

real wages are likely to go up in the EMU, simply because the introduction

new central bank alters unions’ trade offs between inflation, employment and

wages. However, this result depends crucially on the introduction of infla

aversion on the side of labor unions as well. The introduction of the euro cr

a spillover effect in which unions use the improved trade off between w
demands and employment to demand higher wages. Thus, with non-coope

wage setting, EMU increases real wages in each member country and the

lowers employment. This result is modified if unions cooperate in their w

setting behavior or even to harmonize it. In this case, the difference in the p

rences of the labor unions become important. In general, it can be said that

countries whose labor unions are very inflation averse will experience an inc
in wage demands, in the rate of inflation and in unemployment. Therefore

European wide labor market regulation is not employment improving for

countries. 
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